1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Robert (1987:1) says, “Literature refers to compositions that tell the stories, dramatize situations, expresses emotions, and analyze and advocate ideas.” This statement shows that literature as a reflection of life.

Richelle Mead is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of urban fantasy books for bot adults and teens. She is known for The Georggina Kincaid Series, Vampire Academy, and The Dark Swan Series. The Vampire Academy tells about the war between three races of vampire, living and undead. There are types of Moroi, Stigoi and Dhampir.

Moroi is a kind of pure-blooded vampire who can not live forever and brittle, meaning Moroi vampire could die. Strigoi is a vampire immortal, they can not die. They are killing machines that tell themselves for eternal life. Dhampir are creatures created from the marriage Moroi with human or Moroi with others Dhampir. For objective that is, schools like St.Vladimir Academy established in places hidden from human view and Strigoi. In this story, Rose Hathaway is a Dhampir and bodyguard for her bestfriend, Lissa Dragomir is a Moroi the noble family. There are twelve noble families of the Moroi, and Lissa Dragomir is the only surviving descendant, which makes it as the daughter of the Dragomir clan. And it is making it as a target by the Strigoi who want to remove the Moroi blood line nobility.

Rose Hathaway, a 17-year old half-vampire, is training to be a bodyguard for living vampires and finds her life complicated by the dangers that involves, as
well as an illicit romance with one of her teacher. As significant events from two years earlier are slowly revealed, it becomes evident that the secrets of the past hold many clues to the drama unfolding in the present.

But not before Rose and Dimitri are put out of action in a highly original way, allowing Lissa to be kidnapped by someone very close to her. It is up to Rose to work out where she is, engineer her rescue, and try to block the evil designs of the mastermind behind everything.

The writer will discuss the murder and the three kind of vampires depiction in the novel. Lissa Dragomir is the only surviving descendant of Dragomir which makes it as the successor to the clan Dragomir princess. And it is making it as a target by Victor. Rose is a personal bodyguard who tried to save Lissa Dragomir but the official bodyguard of Lissa Dragomir is Dimitri Belikov.

1.2 Problem of the Study

Based on the background of the analysis, the writer will discuss:

1) What is the murder?
2) What kind of vampires pictured in the novel “Vampire Academy”?

1.3 Scope of the Study

In this novel, there are many aspects can be discussed, but the writer will just focus on murder and vampire pictured in Vampire Academy novel.

1.4 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of writer in making this paper is:

1) To know who want to kill Lissa Dragomir and Rose Hathaway.
2) To find out why the killer wants to kill Lissa Dragomir and Rose Hathaway.
3) To describe about the three kind of vampires in this novel.

1.5 Method of the Study

The writer uses the method library research in writing this paper. The first step is the writer reads the whole story in this novel to understand the story. After understanding the whole story of the novel, the writer reads and searches data in the library to get the information about the murder and three kinds of vampires pictured. The second step is sorting the data that has been collected. The final step is to analyze the data.

1.6 Reason for Choosing the Topic

The writer has chosen vampire murder and pictured as the subject of this paper. The story is taken from the bestseller novel. This novel tells the story of the life of a vampire who has a special ability. Lissa Dragomir is a spirit user element, the element that is rarely could be found and been forgotten. This element becomes the target of this element because the user can heal and revive the dead, but many people who oppose the use of this element because it means they are the same because god heal and revive the dead as they like and also the use of these elements would impair the mental and physical users.